ABSTRACT Agile Earth Observing Satellite (AEOS) scheduling problem consists of selecting a subset of tasks and developing observation plans for a set of agile satellite resources with the purpose of maximizing the total reward of arranged mission observations. This problem has attracted much attention in recent years since AEOS is a new generation satellite being developed all over the world. Due to its NP-hardness, heuristic methods are widely adopted when solving the AEOS scheduling problem (AEOSSP). In this paper, we propose a temporal conflict network-based heuristic algorithm (TBHA), for AEOSSP. The novelty of TBHA lies in the fact that the heuristics are extracted from a temporal conflict network, which characterizes the overlaps (conflicts) of the visible time windows of the problem. These heuristics are highly effective since they well address the time window conflicts which otherwise pose a significant challenge on the choice of the imaging start time for satellite observations. The extensive simulation experiments with the comparison to a number of heuristic algorithm variants and sophisticated meta-heuristic algorithms are conducted to show that the TBHA algorithm performs very well in terms of both solution quality and computational efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Agile Earth Observing Satellite (AEOS) scheduling problem consists of selecting a subset of tasks and developing observation plans for a set of agile satellite resources with the purpose of maximizing the total reward of arranged mission observations.
Compared to non-agile satellites that have only one degree of freedom, agile satellites are able to move on three axes: roll, pitch and yaw. Due to these new agility capabilities, the azimuth and the starting time of the image acquisition are now free (within given limits), which leads potentially infinite number of ways of acquiring an Earth surface target, giving rise to a better efficiency of the whole satellite system. Fig. 1 shows the comparison between non-agile and agile satellites. In this figure, visible time window (VTW) is a specified time period during which the satellite can take image of the ground target, while observation time window (OTW)
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AEOS scheduling problem belongs to the NP-hard family, since it generalizes the EOS scheduling problem which was proved to be NP-hard in [1] . The complexity is increased mainly on two aspects. First, the visible time window of the satellite with respect to a given target is extended, which means the starting time of the observation can be any time within an interval. Second, the transition between two consecutive observations is time-dependent, which basically means the start time of the latter observation depends on the end time of the former observation.
Due to the NP-hardness of the AEOS scheduling problem, exact methods are only applicable to small-size instances. As a result, heuristics and meta-heuristics are often considered in the literature. Lemaltre [2] provided four methods including a greedy algorithm, a dynamic programming procedure, a constraint programming method, and a local search method, to solve a simplified version of the scheduling problem for AEOSs; Cordeau and Laporte [3] inherited the problem model of [2] and developed a tabu search method to solve the scheduling problem of a given orbit; Dilkina and Havens [4] investigated different local optimization algorithms (including hill-climbing, simulated annealing and squeaky wheel optimization) coupled with constraint propagation for handling image acquisition time windows; Liao and Yang [5] developed an imaging order scheduler for the FORMOSAT-2 satellite and pointed out that the AEOS scheduling problem is characterized by sequencedependent setups. They proposed a rolling scheduling framework to deal with weather uncertainty. They used Lagrangian relaxation and linear search techniques to solve the problem; Li et al. [6] described a combined genetic algorithm for selecting and scheduling the AEOS scheduling problem; Habet et al. [7] formulated the AEOS problem as a constrained optimization problem whose main objective function is to maximize the profit, and the secondary objective is to minimize the sum of transition durations. They proposed a tabu search algorithm to solve it; Yuning et al. [8] , Guo et al. [9] , Yan et al. [10] and Zhang et al. [11] proposed three different ant colony algorithms for the AEOS scheduling problem; Tangpattanakul et al. [12] presented a biased random-key genetic algorithm to solve a multi-objective optimization problem associated with the management of AEOSs; Xu et al. [13] proposed priority-based constructive algorithms with total priority maximization. Liu et al. [14] proposed an adaptive large neighborhood search metaheuristic for AEOS scheduling problem.
Compared to common approaches that solve the AEOS scheduling problem directly based on its mathematical formulation, it is a new point of view to study the problem from the perspective of complex network. To this end, we can take each possible observation opportunity as a network node, and the relationship or connection of them are described by network edges. Useful information can then be extracted from the network which helps us to analyze the problem and develop effective heuristic algorithms. The idea of this work is inspired by a number of papers applying complex network theory to the field of production scheduling [15] - [18] . However, in the area of AEOS scheduling (or more generally EOS scheduling), there are very few such works. A small number of somewhat related works are summarized below. Zufferey et al. [19] adapted the best ingredients of the graph coloring techniques to the NP-hard satellite range scheduling problem, called MuRRSP, then a tabu search and an adaptive memory algorithm were designed to tackle it. Sarkheyli et al. [20] followed this line in investigating the scheduling system of low earth orbit (LEO) satellite operations. Wang et al. [21] firstly introduced the theory of complex networks and found similarities between AEOS redundant targets scheduling problem and the node centrality ranking problem, then proposed a fast approximate scheduling algorithm (FASA) to obtain effective scheduling results. We note in the above papers that, the edge of the network models is represented by the order of tasks (two adjacent tasks are connected by an edge). This modeling method is no longer effective in the setting of AEOS scheduling problem since the prolonged visible time window (VTW) is no longer equal to the observation time window (OTW). Though Wang et al. [21] tries improving this modeling method by granulating the original VTW into several candidate OTWs, but it should be noticed that the solution accuracy highly depends on the granularity interval. Moreover, they did not consider the transition time and the observation quality in their paper. These are in fact two very essential factors and cannot be ignored in AEOS scheduling problem. Our work attempts to address the above issues. We recall that the most prominent characteristic of an agile satellite is its long visible time window with respect to a ground target. This usually causes many overlaps between visible time windows of different tasks as Fig. 2 , which poses significant challenge on the choice of starting time for these tasks especially when the number of tasks is large. Therefore, it is more reasonable to use the overlaps between visible time windows to reflect the edge connection relationship. This results in a so-called temporal conflict network (TCN) which is first proposed in this work. In addition, our AEOS scheduling problem is a more realistic model that takes transition time (between two consecutive observations) and the observation quality into account.
In this paper, we attempt to extract a set of highly effective heuristic rules from the TCN of AEOS scheduling problem. These heuristic rules are then integrated into a construction algorithm, leading to a TCN based heuristic algorithm (TBHA), which is able to produce high quality solutions for the AEOS scheduling problem. Experimental results on a set of representative instances show that the proposed TBHA can achieve better results than construction algorithms using basic rules, and even the most recent stateof-the-art meta-heuristic algorithms ALNS in [14] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a formal definition of the AEOS scheduling problem. Section III presents the temporal conflict network (TCN) and its propagation effect. Section IV describes a TCN based heuristic algorithm for solving the AEOS scheduling problem. Computational experiments are presented in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The elements of AEOS scheduling problem can be described as follows: there are a set of satellites and a set of observing tasks; each task has a priority; each task corresponds to a set of available visible time windows.
AEOS scheduling problem can be described as under various constraints, selecting part of observing tasks from a series of ground targets which need to be observed, and then arranging observing tasks and observing time according to a number of continuous orbits for agile satellites, and finally maximizing the total observation reward.
Before formulating the AEOS scheduling problem, we made a number of reasonable assumptions:
1) The satellite has only one sensor; 2) All tasks are point targets; 3) Energy and storage are both unlimited;
The main variables and parameters used in this paper are defined in Section A.
A. VARIABLES
• T = {t 1 , t 2 , ł; dots, t n } : the set of tasks, where n is the number of tasks to be scheduled.
• p i : the priority level of the task t i , which measures the benefit earned by fulfilling it.
• θ i : the specified observation angle for task t i .
• q i : the observation quality of task t i , which is affected by the specified observation angle θ i of the task.
• g i : the prospective profit of observing task t i , which is determined by the priority level and the observation quality.
• d i : the duration time needed for task t i to get a total observation.
• TW i = {tw i1 , tw i2 , . . . , tw im } : the set of visible time window for task t i , where tw ij represents the jth visible time window for task t i .
• ws ij , we ij : the start time and end time for visible time window tw ij .
• o i : the observation time window for task t i .
• os i , oe i : the start time and end time of observation time window for task t i .
• tr ij : the transition time needed for the satellite to transit the posture from the end observing angle θ i to of the former task t i to the start observing angle θ j of the next task t j .
B. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In this section, we formally describe the AEOS problem. First, we define a binary decision variable x ij :
Equation (1) shows if visible time window tw ij is selected to arrange the observation time window for task t i , then x ij = 1, else x ij = 0. And the symbol ⊆ is redefined here as the affiliation of time window. We write o i ⊆ tw ij if and only if ws ij ≤ os i ≤ oe i ≤we ij .
To better describe sequence-dependent structure of the AEOS scheduling problem, we define a binary auxiliary variable F ij ∈ (0, 1), t i , t j ∈ T , where F ij = 1 represents that task t i and task t j are observed continuously.
The optimization goal of the AEOS scheduling problem is to maximize the sum of the observation profits, which can be expressed as follows:
Subject to:
Equation (3) requires that each task can be observed at most once. In other words, for each task we can choose only one visible time window to fulfill its observation request.
Equation (4) indicates that each observation activity must be ensured d i time for the completeness of the observation.
Equation (5) requires the observation time window to be within the visible time window.
Equation (6) requires the time between two adjacent observations must be sufficient for the maneuver of the satellite. The time required for maneuver transition is calculated by:
As common, we adopt a piecewise linear function to represent the transition time. In equation (8), θ ij represents the total angle change between two adjacent observation o i and o j , v represents the transition speed of satellite, λ represents the transition stabilization time which is related to θ ij , and θ t represents the threshold of θ ij .
There is no well recognized revenue model for the AEOS scheduling problem considering image quality. We define a rough revenue model as equation (7), showing the actual profit of the task is determined by the priority of the task and the quality of the observation. We define the range of the priority as p i ∈ [1, 10] , and the observation quality q i is calculated as follows: 
As q i ∈ [1, 10] , the dimension of the observation quality is the same with p i . According to the characteristics of agile satellites, the best image quality is achieved with the nadir pointing of the satellite, i.e, the OTW is exactly in the middle of the VTW. As can be seen from equation (9), when the OTW is located in the middle of the VTW, the observation quality is 10; while the observation quality is 1 when it is on both sides.
III. TEMPORAL CONFLICT NETWORK FOR HEURISTIC EXTRACTION
Following most of the existing works, we propose to solve the AEOS scheduling problem using heuristic algorithms, where heuristic information is extracted from a temporal conflict network (TCN) that fully characterizes the ''conflict'' relationship (overlaps) of all candidate visible time windows (VTWs).
In the AEOS scheduling problem considered in this paper (see the problem description of Section II), an AEOS typically has multiple VTWs (that lie in different tracks) with respect to a ground target, which usually have many overlaps (conflicts) with VTWs of nearby ground targets, due to their extended length provided by the satellite agility. This makes the selection of VTWs for a selected task become significantly more difficult. We seek to extract useful local and global information from TCN to guide the VTW selection, allowing highly informed decisions.
A. BASIC TCN CONSTRUCTION
A temporal conflict network G can be represented by a twotuple, that is G = (V , E), where V represents a set of nodes and E represents a set of edges. These network elements are described as follows:
• Node set V : A node corresponds to a visible time window;
• Edge set E: Two edges exist between two nodes if their corresponding time windows are overlapped. Each edge is associated with a specific weight. Fig. 3 shows the framework of a temporal conflict network with three tasks. As we can see, corresponding to the running orbit, the satellite can have multiple VTWs for each observation task. These VTWs are nodes in the temporal conflict network, and their overlap relationships are represented by edges. It should be noted that there is only one undirected edge between each pair of VTWs in this figure, while in the real TCN (as we can see below), the undirected edge is divided into two directed edges with specific weights.
In this paper, a directed edge from the source node i to the target node j represents the conflict influence of node i on the visible window of node j. Since the actual observation time window (OTW) is just a part of the selected VTW, there is only one hidden mapping between the VTW and the actual OTW, so we proposed a rough method to represent the conflict influence. The weight of the edge is represented by the product of the overlap proportion of the target node's total visible time window with the target node's task priority:
we i∪j − ws i∪j we j − ws j (10) where we i∪j − ws i∪j denotes the overlap interval between the VTW i and j. Based on the TCN, the weighted out-degree of a task reflects its impact on the neighboring tasks and the weighted in-degree indicates the influence it suffered from its neighboring tasks.
where W out i represents the weighted out-degree of VTW i, and W in i represents the weighted in-degree of it.
To maximize the total reward, the nodes having high weighted in-degree should be considered first because they are likely to have high priority and high conflicts (overlaps) with other nodes. On the other hand, the nodes having low weighted out-degree should be considered first when it comes to the VTW selection for a ground target. Based on the out-degree and in-degree of nodes, we define the time window sensitivity (TWS) and time window influence (TWI) as follows:
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TWS and TWI are further used to define an indicator called target priority (TP):
where count (|TW i |) denotes the number of VTWs associated with target i. TP is used to sort tasks in our proposed heuristic algorithm (see Section IV), which determines the order in which tasks are considered.
In the heuristic algorithm proposed in Section IV, the TP value is used to determine a task processing order and the nodes out-degree value is used to decide a VTW consideration order. VTWs with lower out-degrees have smaller impact on others, leaving more opportunities for other tasks to be included in the final solution.
B. TCN STRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT
The basic TCN models the conflicts among VTWs of different tasks. However, it does not consider the mutually exclusive relationship of the different VTWs of the same task. The improved TCN includes additional edges to describe such relationship. Compared to the overlaps of VTWs that belong to different tasks, the overlaps of the mutually exclusive VTWs are more pronounced, whose corresponding edges should be given a higher weight:
where α denotes the weight coefficient, and VTW i and VTW j belong to the same task. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 (based on the 50-target scenario in Section V) show the structural difference between the basic TCN and the improved TCN.
As we can see from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the basic TCN has several isolated parts corresponding to different satellite tracks while the improved TCN is a fully connected graph. And this difference will affect the propagation effect in Section C.
C. PROPAGATION EFFECT OF TCN
While we arrange the observation time window according to the timeline, it is obvious that the influence of time window conflict is a cumulative process. A task may be not only influenced by its neighboring tasks, but also other tasks that have a path in connection with it. In other words, the impact of a node may propagate to another node via some immediate nodes in between. Thus, the time window sensitivity (TWS) and time window influence (TWI ) should be calculated by considering not only the neighboring nodes (out-degree and in-degree), but also nodes along path. In this section, we put forward a proper way to consider the propagation effect in our temporal conflict network. As we mentioned in Section I, the AEOS scheduling problem is similar to the node centrality ranking problem [21] . In the field of complex network, the propagation effect between nodes is usually an unignorably factor while performing node centrality ranking. To consider this effect in our TCN, we propose to use a well-known node centrality ranking algorithm called PageRank (PR) [22] .
PR algorithm is firstly used in web page ranking for Google, which mainly includes two rules: First, when a web page is linked by more web pages, its ranking will be higher; second, when a web page is linked by a high-ranking web page, its importance should be enhanced. Based on these two rules, the ranking of a web page is equal to the weighted ranking of all pages linked to the web page. In other words, the standard for ranking is changed from the basic linking number to the sum of weighted linking number. This is how PR algorithm considers the propagation effect of the linked web pages.
We draw lessons from the PR algorithm to handle the propagation effect of the TCN and then re-calculate the TWS and TWI . To better use the PR model, we use TW to collectively denote both TWS and TWI and define the initial importance of the node as follows:
The iterative formula for PR value is:
where p n represents the PR value matrix after the nth iteration, E c represents the edge weight matrix after column normalized (for TWS) or row normalized (for TWI ), p 0 = p 0 1 , p 0 2 , . . . , p 0 n represents the node initial importance matrix, d represents damping coefficient, and d · E · A represents that the node in the random model will own a certain share of the PR value by the weight matrix to each outside the chain.
The framework of the PR algorithm is shown below:
Step 1: Calculate the initial importance matrix of nodes and the column weight matrix after normalization;
Step 2: Calculate the PR value after iteration;
Step 3: Normalize the PR value;
Step 4: Terminate the algorithm if the maximum number of iterations has been reached, turn to Step 2 otherwise.
The PR algorithm terminates when a maximum number of iterations are reached.
IV. A TCN BASED HEURISTIC ALGORITHM FOR AEOS SCHEDULING PROBLEM
In this section, we present a TCN based heuristic algorithm (TBHA) for solving AEOS scheduling problem. TBHA is essentially a multi-start construction algorithm, which relies on heuristics extracted from the TCN for the guidance of solution construction. The pseudo-code of the TBHA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
TBHA basically iterates for four runs, each run using a different network. We recall in Section III that the basic TCN can be improved by two strategies: ST1) Establishing connections between VTWs of the same task; ST2) Leveraging propagation effect. This leads to four types of networks, which are named N1 (basic TCN), N2 (basic TCN+ST1), N3 (basic TCN+ST2), and N4 (basic TCN +ST1+ST2). Based on our preliminary experiments, none of the four networks has a dominant performance over others in any case. The proposed TBHA thus integrates all four networks to obtain high quality solutions and to enhance its generality.
The inputs of TBHA are: a network set N , a task set T , and a visible time window set W . Based on equation (15), we use function RankT(T , st) to rank the task set T and keep the new sorted task list in T . According to the task order in T , we try to insert the tasks into the solution S one by one. And for each task t, we use function RankW(W t ) to rank all (14) . The resulting VTWs are stored in W t . Then we try to arrange the starting time in each VTW according to W t , and find the best choice w best for the specific task with function f (w) (see equation (7)). The w bes is also included into the solution S. The best of the four resulting solutions under four different networks is the output of the TBHA.
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we carried out extensive numerical experiments on a set of well-designed scenarios, whose results will be presented and discussed in this section.
A. DESIGN OF TESTED SCENARIOS
The algorithm was coded in C#, and the experiments were conducted using Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700HQ CPU 2.60 GHz under Windows 10 with 8 GB RAM. The configurations of the tested scenarios are illustrated below. Due to the differences of the associated mission, design and adopted technologies, the satellites used in different countries differ significantly in terms of capabilities, constraints and management. It is therefore unreasonable to use a common benchmark to test a scheduling algorithm designed for a specific satellite. No comparative data and no competing heuristic exist for this problem and optimal solutions are not available.
In the paper, requests are generated by a random uniform distribution on China's territory. Each request is associated with five factors: priority, geographical position, duration of observation, image due time, and specified image angle for some tasks. The position of each task is defined by latitude, longitude and altitude. Targets are distributed in a predefined region, within mainland China, and are defined by the area corresponding to 3 • N-53 • N and 74 • E-133 • E. Under this mode, 15 scenarios were generated, and the number of targets contained in these scenarios varies from 50 to 400, with an increment step of 25.
We used the same satellite AS-01 as in [14] , whose largest pitch degree is 45 • , roll degree being 45 • and yaw degree being 90 • . The time horizon of the scheduling is 24 h, from 2017/07/20 00:00:00 to 2017/07/20 24:00:00, where the satellite is allowed to fly for multiple tracks. The satellite's location in space is characterized by six orbital parameters which are the length of semi-major axis (a), eccentricity (e), inclination (i), argument of perigee (ω), right ascension of the ascending node ( ), and mean anomaly (m). The initial orbital parameters for AS-01 are shown in Table 1 .
Recall that there are a number of parameters associated with the proposed temporal conflict network (TCN). Their settings are as follows:
• The transition speed of satellite ( • /s):
• The transition stabilization time (s): λ 1 = 0; λ 2 = 5; λ 3 = 10;
• The threshold of angle transition ( • ): θ 1 = 10; θ 2 = 20;
• The weight coefficient of the mutually exclusive VTWs:α = 1.7;
• The max iteration of PageRank value: 2;
• The damping coefficient of PageRank value:d = 0.85; tasks over all tasks. The column P v is the total profit of all tasks and P s is the total profit of arranged tasks. We also report the CPU time in the column ''Seconds''. From these results, we can see that in general the number of acquired tasks grows as the increase of the number of user requests. The growth slows down in the last five scenarios (from 300 to 400) where we find that the number of scheduled tasks changes slightly. This is because the available imaging time is highly constrained by the trajectory of the satellite. It is the bottleneck of the satellites service capacity that is most constrained. Another phenomenon we observe is that the profit ratio is always larger than the completion ratio except for the 50 tasks scenario, which can be explained by the fact that the algorithm first schedules tasks with higher priorities. Table 3 compares the results of the proposed TBHA algorithm with 7 widely used rule-based heuristic algorithm, including random (R) algorithm, longest processing time first (LPT) algorithm, shortest processing time first (SPT) algorithm, greedy (G) algorithm, efficiency first (E) algorithm, greedy with longest processing time first (G-LPT) algorithm, and greedy with shortest processing time first (G-SPT) algorithm. The main difference of those algorithm lies in the strategy used to rank the task set (Line 10 of Algorithm 1). In Table 4 , we show the ranking indicator, that is the target priority (TP) and symbol ''-'' connects two indicators, e.g., for G-LPT, we first sort tasks by priority (p i ) and then sort tasks with the same priority with their duration time (d i ).
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF TBHA

C. COMPARISON WITH RULE-BASED HEURISTIC ALGORITHM VARIANTS
As we can see in Fig. 6 , it is clear that the results of R, SPT, LPT and E algorithm are much worse than G, G-LPT, and G-SPT algorithm. This means heuristic algorithms based on priority first rule can achieve good results for AEOS scheduling problem. Also, it is worth noting that the E algorithm doesn't obtain good result as opposed to G-LPT and G-SPT. This is because the dimension of the task priority and processing time is not consistent, in which case it is not appropriate to use the ratio of the priority and processing time to evaluate the algorithm efficiency, and that is why we don't consider the task processing time as a heuristic factor in the TBHA algorithm.
For these results, we can see that TBHA heuristic algorithm obtains 12 best results out of 15 scenarios, and the remaining 3 best results are shared by G-SPT and G-LPT. Compared to the commonly used heuristic algorithms, TBHA appears to have a clear advantage. THBA achieves a nearly 4.92 % of improvement over basic greedy algorithm in terms of total profit (10627.70 v.s.10129.26).
D. COMPARISON WITH TWO SOPHISTICATED METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
In order to further verify the performance of the algorithm, we compare the results of TBHA with two metaheuristic algorithms, including the basic ACO algorithm [10] and a more brilliant ALNS algorithm [16] . Each algorithm was run 10 times, and we calculated the maximum, the minimum, and the average of the results. The detail results of each scenario are show in Table 5 .
To provide a clear picture of the comparative results of TBHA with ACO and ALNS, we plotted their average results in Fig. 7 . We can see that when the task number of scenarios is small, the results of the metaheuristic algorithms are superior to TBHA algorithm. However, when the problem size is large (see those scenarios with over 300 tasks), TBHA shows a dominating performance. This is because, according to our experimental observation, their initial solutions are of poor quality and moreover they have no effective diversification mechanism to jump out of local traps. From this experiment, we conclude that TBHA is highly scalable, showing an excellent performance for large-sized problems.
E. IMPROVE ACO WITH TBHA
Since TBHA is a construction algorithm in nature, its outcome can be used as a starting point (initial solution) of metaheuristic algorithm. It is interesting to know whether TBHA can help to improve the performance of existing metaheuristic algorithms, we tested the ACO algorithm [10] with its initial solution replaced by the one provided by TBHA, leading to a new ACO named ACO-TBHA. The detailed comparative results of ACO and ACO-TBHA are shown in Table 6 and the improvement gaps are plotted in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that ACO-TBHA is able to improve over ACO. From Fig. 8 , we can see that the improvement is relatively small (around 1%) when the problem size is small (with less than 150 tasks), and it increases to about 4% when the problem size grows larger. In particular, for the largest 400-task scenario, the improvement jumps up to 7.28%.
F. COMPARISON WITH FOUR SIMPLIFIED TBHAS
The TBHA algorithm is essentially a combination of four different solutions strategies in the framework of the network model. Table 7 compares the results of different strategies. As we defined in Section IV, N1 represents the basic TCN, N2 represents the basic TCN with ST1, N3 represents the basic TCN with ST2, and N4 represents the basic TCN with ST1 and ST2. As can be seen from the results, the algorithm performance of N4 is most excellent, especially after the task number reaches an enough large scale. And from the total profit of those 15 scenarios, we can see that considering the mutually exclusive relations of meta-tasks is better than without it and considering the propagation of time windows overlap effect is better than no consideration, which proves the effectiveness of the improved TCN. 
G. COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL TIME
Finally, Table 8 summarizes the total computational time of TBHA algorithm with ACO and ALNS algorithms with all scenarios and Fig. 9 shows the growth trend of computational time across 15 scenarios in the logarithmic coordinate system. As we can see, though TBHA is 9 to 13 times slower than the most basic rule-based heuristic algorithm, but this efficiency dominance is even larger when compared to complicated ACO and ALNS algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied agile earth observation satellite scheduling problem and developed a TBHA heuristic algorithm to solve it. The main idea of TBHA is to extract heuristics from a temporal conflict network that features the overlaps of visible time windows, where tasks are taken as network nodes, and the overlaps of their time windows are described by network edges. The weights of edges are based on the priority of tasks and the proportion of the intersection with respect to the overlapped visible time windows. Since a ground target may have more than one visible time window, and only one of them can be selected, special weighted edges are added between nodes in the network. A task may be not only influenced by its neighboring tasks, but also other tasks that have a path in connection with it. Thus, the weights of edges should be calculated by considering not only the two neighboring nodes, but also nodes along path. We use PageRank algorithm to handle this propagation effect and then calculate an improved weighted out-degree and in-degree, which are used as heuristic information to sort tasks in our proposed TBHA.
In simulation experiments, a number of heuristic algorithm variants and two sophisticated meta-heuristic algorithms (ACO and ALNS) are compared to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed TBHA algorithm. The results show that THBA easily dominates the heuristic algorithm variants and competes very well with ACO and ALNS. In particular, TBHA shows a clear advantage over ACO and ALNS in large scale scenarios.
Future work should involve additional constraints, such as power supply and memory constrain to the problem model. In addition, data download should also be taken into account. As to the solution method, we would like to investigate dynamic temporal conflict network which may change over time after tasks have been added into the partial solution.
